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Abstract—Synchronous generators and inverter-based re-
sources are complex systems with dynamics that cut across
multiple intertwined physical domains and control loops. Mod-
eling individual generators and inverters is, in itself, a very
involved activity and has attracted dedicated attention from
power engineers and control theorists over the years. Control
and stability challenges associated with increasing penetration of
grid-following inverters have generated tremendous interest in
grid-forming inverter technology. The envisioned coexistence of
inverter technologies alongside rotating machines call for model-
ing frameworks that can accurately describe networked dynamics
of interconnected generators and inverters across timescales. We
put forth a comprehensive integrated system model for such a
setting by: i) adopting a combination of circuit- and system-
theoretic constructs, ii) unifying representations of three-phase
signals across reference-frame transformations and phasor types,
and iii) leveraging domain-level knowledge, engineering insights,
and reasonable approximations. A running theme through our
effort is to offer a clear distinction between physics-based models
and the task of modeling. Among several insights spanning
the spectrum from analytical to practical, we highlight how
differential-algebraic-equation models and algebraic power-flow
phasor models fall out of the detailed originating electromagnetic
transient models.

Index Terms—Grid-following inverter, grid-forming inverter,
modeling, phasors, power-system dynamics, reference-frame
transformations, synchronous generator.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper establishes an integrated system model for
electrical networks composed of: i) three-phase synchronous
generators (SGs); ii) grid following (GFL) inverter-based
resources (IBRs) with synchronous reference-frame phase-
locked loops (PLLs); and iii) droop, virtual synchronous
machine (VSM), and virtual oscillator controlled (VOC) grid-
forming (GFM) IBRs. A unified representation for intercon-
nections of these heterogeneous resources is achieved by
leveraging a circuit-theoretic exposition. In particular, we put
forth dependent voltage-source models for generators and
inverters with network-facing electrical quantities (voltage
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magnitudes, phase angles, frequencies) assuming a consistent
and continuous interpretation across resources and timescales.
These quantities—critical as they may be to grid operations,
analysis, and control—have been shrouded behind a thin veil
of ambiguity when presented collectively in previous works.
The modeling formulation we offer dispels ambiguities that are
particularly glaring when resources of different types are all
modeled on the same page. Further, we project that the unified
perspective we offer will fuel the ongoing development of
control schemes, optimization algorithms, stability-assessment
methods, and simulation tools for grids with a heterogeneous
mix of generators and inverters [1]–[7]. There is a broad-based
recognition that IBRs of different types (GFM and GFL) will
co-exist alongside generators for many years to come [8], [9];
Fig. 1 illustrates the transformational change taking place in
the generation mix. Modeling and control efforts are underway
to facilitate different stages of the ongoing compositional
shift in the power industry [10]. The setting we examine
is motivated by and structured to translate benefits to these
endeavors.

Contemporary research in inverter-dominant grids often-
times blurs the distinction between ground-truth models, rep-
resentation of ground-truth models in various formats, and
modeling approximations. This is attributable to several factors
that we overview below:

■ Power-electronics engineers who have been trained in
and used to model and control single-inverter units have
recently been facing the daunting challenge of translating
their models and designs to networks of large collections
of inverters [11].

■ Power-systems engineers have had to acknowledge in-
verter dynamics in several tasks pertinent to grid mod-
eling, simulation, and operations. Dynamics of IBRs are
dominated by those of the companion controllers; with
myriad control schemes all fighting for attention across
industry and academia.

■ Simulation tools for the integrated modeling of generators
and inverters are in a state of infancy; there is limited
attention devoted to appreciating the difference between
how controllers are realized and how they are represented
in models.

■ Pertinent phenomena and dynamics are to be modeled
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Fig. 1: Schematic illustration of the transformational change taking place in the generation mix of the electric power grid.

over wide timescales (real-time through to sinusoidal
steady state), and multiple physical domains underline
the properties of the resources (electrical and mechanical,
and coupled electromagnetic and electromechanical).

Our effort addresses the challenges listed above from several
angles. The models are stitched together in a manner that
clearly highlights how electromechanical physics dominates
the dynamics of synchronous generators, while controls dom-
inate the dynamics of inverters. The language of circuits
provides a unifying thread to tie together electrical signals
across the resources and across timescales. We make a con-
certed effort to clarify what facets of the presented resource
and network dynamics originate from physics and can be
justified based on first principles, and what facets are to be
appreciated as modeling effort(s). The paper also provides
significant pedagogical value; since, in the process of setting
up the models, we provide a comprehensive discussion on
reference-frame transformations, phasors (of different types),
and representations of electrical signals and notions of power
in different reference frames. A summary of contributions is
provided below:

■ Integrated system models presented in precise circuit-
theoretic terms with voltage-behind-RL (under dynamic
conditions) and voltage-behind-reactance (under steady
state) models for generators and inverters.

■ Cohesive presentation of models in abc, direct-
quadrature, and sinusoidal steady-state phasor regimes.
Translations across regimes accomplished without loss of
clarity or obfuscation of involved signals.

■ Catalog of full suite of models while narrating the origin
stories for approximate models (power flow, differential
algebraic equation (DAE)) that are commonly referenced
in the literature.

■ Unified presentation of models for generators and invert-
ers in a manner that, in the electrical domain, retains the
same meaning for angles, frequencies, terminal voltages.

■ Definitive guide to representation of three-phase signals
in different reference frames with the bare minimum
assumptions on sinusoidal form. Clear connections across
reference frames established.

Via the contributions summarized above, we dwell on the
following intriguing questions that have not received rigorous

attention in the literature, in spite of being frequently echoed
in conversations on topics pertinent to modeling, analysis, and
control of networked generator and inverter resources:

Q1) Are GFL IBRs current sources and GFM IBRs voltage
sources? What does that mean in precise circuit- and
system-theoretic contexts?

Q2) What is the precise relationship between true-to-form
dynamic models in stationary abc frame, magnitude and
phase of complex-valued local direct-quadrature (dq),
global direct-quadrature DQ, and sinusoidal steady-state
phasors?

Q3) Can we rigorously obtain (or justify) the steady-state
models for SGs, GFL IBRs, and GFM IBRs for power-
flow formulations?

Q4) How does the difference between electrical-radian syn-
chronous frequency and steady-state frequencies that
networks actually operate at manifest in models across
timescales?

Q5) What precise simplifications of original true-to-form dy-
namic models for resources and networks yield differ-
ential algebraic equation (DAE) models and steady-state
power-flow models?

Q6) What is the difference between modeling (to facilitate
simulation with computing ease) and models (grounded
in first-principles electromagnetic and electromechanical
theory) vis-à-vis synchronous generators, GFL IBRs, and
GFM IBRs?

In pointing out the scope of the paper, what it covers, and
what its contributions are, it is equally important to highlight
what facets are out of scope. Particularly, the paper does not
foray into the following aspects:

■ Simulation methods and tools (commercial off-the-shelf,
open-source, and others) and their suitability for the
different types of models.

■ Approaches (analytical or computational) to contend with
model complexity (e.g., model-reduction methods).

■ Secondary and tertiary control strategies to restore fre-
quency to synchronous and optimally operate networks
based on power quality, cost, and fuel considerations.

We review closely related previous efforts that have at-
tempted to provide unified and/or circuit-based models of
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individual resources and/or integrated systems and place the
contributions of our work in context. There have been attempts
to: unify models for different types of GFMs [12], examine
GFL models with a circuit-theoretic lens [13], [14], and reveal
the relationship between GFM control types [15], [16]. These
efforts, however, do not present models for all three types of
resources we consider in this work (SGs, GFM IBRs, GFL
IBRs) on a common platform. Assumptions and modeling
approximations made for one type of resource (or a system
composed of dominantly one type of resource) do not hold in
general across the board in heterogeneous settings. This can
render models derived in isolation to be inaccurate, particularly
with regard to capturing the dynamical behavior of networked
resources in complex systems. Other attempts in [17], [18]
employ an impedance-based approach using transfer functions
for modeling resources in a composite-network setting and
examining negative resource interactions and stability at large.
However, a systematic effort to place all three types of
resources on the same canvas with precise elucidation of full-
order dynamic models, accounting for all device- and network-
facing parameters and signals has been lacking in all these
previous efforts. With regard to reviewing related literature
that is aligned from a system-theoretic standpoint, we point
to the closely related effort [11]. In reference [11], prevalent
reference-frames are reviewed and two broad model classes
are elaborated upon: the first models network dynamics and
generic inverter dynamics invoking abc reference frame for
inverters; the second ignores network and GFL dynamics and
uses direct-quadrature representation to model generic GFM
dynamics. While the previous work focuses on IBRs, we
include synchronous generator models alongside IBRs, all pre-
sented in a unified circuit-theoretic interpretation. Moreover,
we provide detailed network and resource dynamics in both
abc and direct-quadrature representations which culminate to
a steady-state integrated system model with phasor represen-
tations. The exposition in [11], at an early stage, assumes
three-phase sinusoidal signals with identical amplitudes and
120◦ phase-shift. However, in our work it is shown that
elaborate dynamic models of varying complexities can indeed
be developed with minimal assumption on the grid signals. We
assume the three-phase signals to be sinusoidal with common
amplitude and 120◦ phase-shift only while considering steady-
state operation. In summary, compared to [11], this work in-
cludes greater detail on resource models, includes synchronous
generators, and provides a full suite of models in prevalent
reference frame representations at different time scales.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II overviews mathematical preliminaries and associated
fundamentals related to signal representation across reference
frames. An overview of the integrated system modeling for-
mulations is provided in Section III. Network-level models in
abc reference frame, the global DQ reference frame, and sinu-
soidal steady state are discussed in Section IV. In Section V,
we discuss the dynamic models for the generators and IBRs;
we also outline abstractions that are relevant in steady state.
Inferences and offshoots that follow from the integrated system

models are discussed in Section VI. Concluding remarks are
presented in Section VII.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we establish notation; discuss the different
reference frames and phasor types for signal representation;
and finally, comment on notions of active, reactive, and
complex-apparent power in the different reference frames.

A. Notation

The matrix transpose will be denoted by (·)⊤, complex con-
jugate by (·)∗, real and imaginary parts of a complex number
by ℜ(·) and ℑ(·), respectively, magnitude of a complex scalar
by | · |, and ȷ =

√
−1. Operator ◦ denotes entry-wise product

for vectors. Boldface symbols denote matrices and vectors. A
diagonal matrix formed with entries of a vector x is denoted by
diag(x). For vector x with n-th entry xn, sin(x) and cos(x)
are vectors with n-th entries sin(xn) and cos(xn), respectively.
For scalar θ, boldface sin() and cos() are defined as

sin(θ) =
[
sin θ sin

(
θ − 2π

3

)
sin

(
θ + 2π

3

)]⊤
,

cos(θ) =
[
cos θ cos

(
θ − 2π

3

)
cos

(
θ + 2π

3

)]⊤
.

The space of M × N real-valued matrices is denoted by
RM×N . With 0 and 1, we denote column vectors (of appropri-
ate length) with all entries equal to 0 and 1, respectively. The
N ×N identity matrix is denoted by IN . We will also utilize

the following matrix to aid exposition: Υ = 2
3

[
0 −1
1 0

]
.

B. Reference Frames & Phasor Types

1) Three-phase abc Signals and Space Phasors: We begin
our exposition with three-phase time-domain signals collected
in x = [xa, xb, xc]

⊤. We focus our analysis on systems where
all signals (imposed and realized) sum to zero, i.e.,

xa + xb + xc = 0.

These are called balanced signals. We do not ascribe the
signals any particular form (e.g., sinusoidal) in this representa-
tion. Notice that the zero-sum 3-phase signals can be expressed
using two independent variables. One such prevalent represen-
tation is termed as the space phasor [19] (also known as space
vector in power-electronics and electric-drives parlance [20]),
which is defined as a complex-valued scalar:

−→
X = [1, eȷ

2π
3 , eȷ

4π
3 ]x. (1)

Decomposing
−→
X = ℜ(

−→
X ) + ȷℑ(

−→
X ), we can write:[

ℜ(
−→
X )

ℑ(
−→
X )

]
=

[
1 − 1

2 − 1
2

0
√
3
2 −

√
3
2

]xa

xb

xc

 = Γ

xa

xb

xc

 . (2)

In the other direction, we can show that the abc signals,
xa, xb, xc, are given byxa

xb

xc

 =
2

3
Γ⊤

[
ℜ(

−→
X )

ℑ(
−→
X )

]
. (3)
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2) Direct-quadrature Reference Frames: Recognizing that
power-system quantities are typically close to sinusoidal sig-
nals, it is often convenient to project the space phasors
on to rotating reference frames (with direct and quadrature
components) for ease of analysis. Such representations yield
the benefits of having: i) a decoupled set of dynamical
model equations for three-phase systems (i.e., with no mutual
coupling terms involved), ii) time-invariant system parameters
(e.g., in synchronous machines models), and iii) dc signals
in steady state (that allows use of traditional PI controllers
in the control layer to achieve zero steady-state errors). One
option is to select the reference frames for all signals (voltages
and currents across the network) to be at a common constant
rotation frequency, typically, the electrical radian synchronous
frequency ωs = 2πfs (where fs = 50 or 60 Hz). We denote
such a projection by complex-valued signal in polar form, X:

X = |X|eȷρ, (4)

and point out the following relationship to the originating
space phasor:

−→
X = Xeȷωst = |X|eȷ(ωst+ρ). (5)

Instead of selecting a common reference frame rotating at
the constant synchronous frequency for all signals under con-
sideration, one may choose time-varying and signal-specific
frequencies for the rotating reference frames. In that spirit,
consider a rotating reference frame with frequency ω(t), and
the corresponding projection, X ′:

X ′ = |X ′|eȷρ
′
. (6)

The relationship between X ′ and
−→
X is captured by

−→
X = X ′eȷ

∫ t
τ=0

ω(τ)dτ = |X ′|eȷ(
∫ t
τ=0

ω(τ)dτ+ρ′). (7)

The following remarks are in order:
■ In the above reference-frame representations, given

an arbitrary zero-sum 3-phase signal, the quantities
(
−→
X, |X|, ρ, |X ′|, ρ′, ω) are all functions of time, but we

mask the time dependence in the notation in the interest
of clarity. Given this time dependence, X and X ′ can
be referred to as dynamic phasors. In prior art, dynamic
phasors have been referenced in terms of Fourier-series
representations of periodic signals with time-varying
Fourier-series coefficients [21], [22]. We have leveraged
the definitions in [23], [24] and employed a polar-form-
based approach for the model development.

■ The representation (4) is often termed as the global DQ
reference frame. The term global stems from the fact
that the projection involves a singular frequency. The
choice of this frequency is motivated by the underlying
observation that networks of different types and scales
(from bulk grids to microgrids) operate (by design or by
control) close to ωs.

■ The representation (6) is often termed as the local dq ref-
erence frame. The term local stems from the fact that such

representations are typically used for expressing resource-
specific quantities across a network. Specifically, consider
N resources hosted at nodes of a power network. The
control design for individual resources is typically done in
stand-alone fashion based on local measurements. Thus,
these resources assume their own individual reference-
frame frequencies, stacked in ω ∈ RN×1, to express the
related voltage and current signals. In fact, it is a common
practice for ω to be determined as the estimates of local
node-voltage frequencies (imposed or assumed).

■ Comparing (5) and (7), we can infer

|X| = |X ′|, (8a)

ωst+ ρ =

∫ t

τ=0

ω(τ)dτ + ρ′. (8b)

Figure 2 illustrates the reference-frame representations de-
scribed above.

3) Sinusoidal Steady-state Operation & Phasors: Next, we
examine the aforementioned reference frames for representing
sinusoidal steady-state signals. Particularly, in steady state, we
assume the 3-phase signals take the form:

x = x

 cos(ωsst+ ρ)
cos(ωsst+ ρ− 2π

3 )
cos(ωsst+ ρ− 4π

3 )

 , (9)

where, ωss is a common constant steady-state frequency (not
necessarily equal to ωs), and x is the constant amplitude.
Applying the space-phasor definition (1) to the sinusoidal
steady-state signal provides

−→
X =

3

2
xeȷ(ωsst+ρ). (10)

The corresponding global DQ representation from (4) is

X =
3

2
xeȷ((ωss−ωs)t+ρ),

which establishes constant magnitude and a linear time-
variation in phase,

|X| = 3

2
x, (11a)

ρ = (ωss − ωs)t+ ρ. (11b)

The local dq representation from (6) is

X ′ =
3

2
xeȷ(ωsst+ρ)e−ȷ

∫ t
τ=0

ω(τ)dτ .

The magnitude of X ′ is given by

|X ′| = 3

2
x. (12a)

To quantify the phase ρ′, it turns out that we will need to track
the time to reach sinusoidal steady state, a term we denote by
tss. In particular, ω(τ) = ωss for τ ≥ tss. Hence, starting
from (8b), we obtain

ρ′ = ωst+ ρ−
∫ t

τ=0

ω(τ)dτ
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Fig. 2: (a) Space phasor
−→
X shown in (stationary) abc reference frame, and

(b) projection of
−→
X on (rotating) global DQ and local dq reference frames.

= ωst+ (ωss − ωs)t+ ρ−
∫ t

τ=0

ω(τ)dτ

= ωsst+ ρ−
∫ tss

τ=0

ω(τ)dτ − ωss(t− tss)

= ρ− c(tss), (12b)

where, the second equality follows from the steady-state
condition on global DQ phase ρ; the third equality partitions
the range of integration to pre- and post-steady-state; and
finally, the fourth equality identifies and collects the constant
terms as

c(tss) =

∫ tss

τ=0

ω(τ)dτ − ωsstss.

These steps establish that the local dq phase, ρ′, assumes a
constant value in steady state; the constant depends on the
time to reach steady state, tss, the steady-state frequency, ωss,
and the phase offset, ρ, in the abc representation (9).

For steady-state analysis of a three-phase power system, it
is customary to invoke phasor representation, which involves
constant, complex quantities. The phasor representation for the
signal x in (9) is given by:

X =
x√
2
eȷρ, (13)

where the factor of
√
2 aligns the phasor magnitude with the

root mean square (RMS) of the per-phase signals in (9). With
the aid of (13) and (11), we see that X and X are related via

X =

√
2

3
Xeȷ(ωs−ωss)t. (14)

Similarly, with the aid of (13) and (12), we see that X and
X ′ are related via

X =

√
2

3
X ′eȷc(tss). (15)

C. Defining Power in Different Reference Frames

Consider three-phase voltages and currents: v =
[va, vb, vc]

⊤ and i = [ia, ib, ic]
⊤. The instantaneous power,

P , for this signal set is given by

P = v⊤i. (16)

From (3), it follows that

v = (2/3)Γ⊤[ℜ(
−→
V )ℑ(

−→
V )]⊤, i = (2/3)Γ⊤[ℜ(

−→
I )ℑ(

−→
I )]⊤,

which when substituted in (16) provides the alternate formu-
lation

P =
2

3

(
ℜ(

−→
V )ℜ(

−→
I ) + ℑ(

−→
V )ℑ(

−→
I )

)
. (17)

Note that we can express the above compactly as:

P =
2

3

(
ℜ(

−→
V ·

−→
I ∗)

)
. (18)

From a first-principles point of view, the product of time-
domain voltages and currents is simply instantaneous power.
However, in the interest of preserving symmetry with defini-
tions of reactive power (to follow), we will refer to this as
instantaneous active power. The above definition of instanta-
neous active power enticingly invites the following definition
of instantaneous reactive power:

Q =
2

3

(
ℑ(

−→
V ·

−→
I ∗)

)
. (19)

Interestingly, leveraging (2), we can work out the following
dual to (16) wherein Q is expressed in terms of abc quantities

Q = v⊤Γ⊤ΥΓi. (20)

With an eye towards completeness, one can define the instan-
taneous complex-apparent power:

S = P + ȷQ =
2

3

−→
V ·

−→
I ∗ = v⊤(I3 + ȷΓ⊤ΥΓ)i. (21)

Let us now move on to the representation of the power-
related quantities in direct-quadrature reference frames. Cor-
responding to the three-phase voltage and current waveforms,
v and i, denote the direct-quadrature reference-frame transfor-
mations by: V = |V |eȷρv , V ′ = |V ′|eȷρ′

v and I = |I|eȷρi , I ′ =
|I ′|eȷρ′

i , respectively. Substituting the relationships in (5)
and (7) in (18)–(19) establishes the following identities:

P = (2/3)ℜ(V I∗) = (2/3)|V ||I| cos(ρv − ρi)

= (2/3)ℜ(V ′(I ′)∗) = (2/3)|V ′||I ′| cos(ρ′v − ρ′i), (22a)
Q = (2/3)ℑ(V I∗) = (2/3)|V ||I| sin(ρv − ρi)

= (2/3)ℑ(V ′(I ′)∗) = (2/3)|V ′||I ′| sin(ρ′v − ρ′i), (22b)
S = (2/3)V I∗ = (2/3)V ′(I ′)∗. (22c)

Finally, consider sinusoidal steady-state operation with the
voltages and currents assuming the form:

v = v

 cos(ωsst+ ρv)
cos(ωsst+ ρv − 2π

3 )
cos(ωsst+ ρv − 4π

3 )

 , i = i

 cos(ωsst+ ρi)
cos(ωsst+ ρi − 2π

3 )
cos(ωsst+ ρi − 4π

3 )

 .

The phasor forms of the voltage and current are given by:
V = v√

2
eȷρv and I = i√

2
eȷρi . In this regime, the following

identities can be straightforwardly derived:

P = 3ℜ(V · I∗) = 3

2
vi cos(ρv − ρi), (23a)

Q = 3ℑ(V · I∗) = 3

2
vi sin(ρv − ρi), (23b)
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S = 3V · I∗. (23c)

The following remarks are in order:
■ Instantaneous active and reactive power (and conse-

quently complex apparent power) are invariant to the
representation in the global DQ or local dq reference
frames.

■ In all reference frames, we note that P,Q, S do not
depend on time under sinusoidal stead-state. This is a
widely recognized attribute of 3-phase systems but is
not true in general (e.g., in single-phase systems or in
a transient sense).

■ While instantaneous (active) power is a principled quan-
tity related to the potential to do useful work, instanta-
neous reactive power and instantaneous complex-apparent
power are clearly offshoots and mathematical crutches.
Undeniably, the averaged versions of these have a home
in power engineering parlance, pedagogy, and practice,
and several interpretations have been offered (some bor-
dering on amusing [25]). Instantaneous versions, on the
other hand, are not as well studied. (Exceptions in-
clude [26], [27].)

III. INTEGRATED SYSTEM MODELS

In this section, we set the stage to present the different
types of network and resource models. This includes a high-
level summary of all integrated system models alongside
an overview of the network models with abstract resource
representations to appreciate the subsequent developments.

A. Summary

The full suite of integrated system models relevant to the
setting of interconnected networks of generators and IBRs is
graphically illustrated in Fig. 3. A thematic connection across
all models is that the resources are represented as controlled
voltage sources, yielding a cohesive macro-level description.
As a precursor, we provide a brief overview of the five classes
of models in Fig. 3 below:

■ (M1): This model is a lumped-parameter abc description
of network and resources. All signals are represented as
time-domain real-valued waveforms in the a, b, and c
phases. IBR models are in local dq reference frames
due to the involved controllers; dq-abc reference-frame
transformations interface these to the three-phase network
description. In the literature, (M1) is commonly referred
to as an electromagnetic transient (EMT) model. We
emphasize that our intention is to ensure this model is
presented in a true-to-form fashion. By this, we mean
that modeling approximations and representation of dy-
namics in reference frames are kept to a minimum unless
absolutely necessary or inherently present by virtue of
controller implementation.

■ (M2): Recognizing the redundancy in representing all
three phases and the computational burden incurred
in bookkeeping sinusoidally varying signals, direct-
quadrature rotating reference-frame transformations are

applied across the board to yield (M2). The network
dynamics are represented in a global DQ reference frame
at electrical radian synchronous frequency, ωs, while the
resources are modeled in individual local dq reference
frames as in (M1). In this case, dq-DQ reference-frame
transformations interface all resources with the network.
For balanced settings, with identical initialization, the
results obtained via simulating (M1) coincide with that
of (M2).

■ (M3): This is a phasor model that is applicable to
sinusoidal steady state. Neither (M1) nor (M2) presume
sinusoidal excitation, however, this assumption is central
to the derivation of (M3), and all involved signals are
phasors in the vein of (9). Notably, the sinusoidal steady
state that underscores the formulation of (M3) need
not be (in fact, it is unlikely to ever uniformly be)
at the electrical radian synchronous frequency, ωs. A
nettling analytical inconvenience that results is that net-
work impedance depend on steady-state frequency, which
in itself, is a function of how resources are actuated.
References to power-flow models and/or phasor models
in the literature ought to be in the context of (M3), but,
these actually refer to an approximate version, (M3′),
that dispels the inconvenience discussed above.

■ (M2′) & (M3′): These are widely referenced approx-
imate models with murky origin stories. In particular,
(M2′) retains dynamic models for resources, but curi-
ously, models the network in sinusoidal steady state at
ωs so that one can leverage the computational ease of-
fered by phasors. The oft-referenced differential algebraic
equation (DAE) models for power-system dynamics are
in this form. (M2′) is typically justified with time-scale
separation arguments in bulk grids with predominantly
synchronous generators. However, one loses the luxury of
crisp separation of timescales in complex networks with a
variety of resource types. (This has been recognized in the
literature in various contexts [28]–[33].) Finally, (M3′)
models the resources in steady state while retaining the
ωs steady-state model for the network. (M3′) inevitably
inherits the accuracy limits of (M2′) in cases where
the steady-state frequency of the network may not be
ωs. The ubiquitous power-flow equations apply to the
setting of (M3′). (See Section VI-A for details on (M2′)
and (M3′).)

The table tucked away in the top-right corner of Fig. 3
qualitatively compares the five models discussed above on
the grounds of: how accurately they capture dynamics (at the
associated timescale); what level of computational complexity
is involved in implementation and simulation; whether the
formulations are rigorous and can be justified from a first-
principles point of view; and finally, how pervasive they are
in power-system parlance, pedagogy, and practice. Illustrations
of these attributes in the table are to be interpreted in a
subjective and comparative sense (particularly in the case of
the approximate models (M2′), (M3′)).
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Fig. 3: Suite of integrated system models.
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At this early juncture, it is worth emphasizing a cautionary
note pertaining to the circuit representation of generators and
IBRs in steady state. The steady-state models in (M3), (M3′)
include references to the steady-state frequency, ωss. (This is
explicitly obvious in (M3); while in (M3′), we will see
this dependence arises from resource terminal behavior in
steady state.) This quantity is not a constant (in particular,
it is not equal to ωs given that the examined setting does not
include secondary control that continually aspires to restore
synchronous operation); rather, it is a function of network
operation, and therefore, has to be solved for extrinsically.
(See, e.g., Section VI-B and Section VI-C.) As such, the
models (M3), (M3′) are not self contained and cannot be
directly implemented and solved in a circuit simulator.

B. Overview of Network-resource System

We consider a three-phase balanced RL network with N
nodes and E edges. Model the network as a directed graph
G = (N , E) with node-set N = {1, . . . , N} and edge-set E .
To capture the topology of the power network modeled as
graph G, we begin with arbitrarily assigning the directions for
edges e ∈ E . The connectivity of the graph G can then be
conveyed using the incidence matrix B ∈ {0,±1}N×E with
entries defined as

Bk,e :=


+1 , k = m

−1 , k = n

0 , otherwise
∀ e = (m,n) ∈ E .

We assume without loss of generality that all network nodes in
N host exactly one generator or IBR. Construct E×E diago-
nal matrices (RN ,LN ) with the diagonal entries representing
the line resistances and inductances, respectively. Similarly,
N × N diagonal matrices (RI ,LI) collect the resistances
and inductances that interface the generators and IBRs to the
network. For IBRs, these could subsume output-filter values.

To preserve notational simplicity, we refrain from including
shunt capacitive elements in the line models, complex filter
arrangements (e.g., LCL filters) in the inverters, and trans-
formers in the network. Note also that the ratings of syn-
chronous generators are generally orders-of-magnitude higher
than those of individual inverters. Typically, scores of inverters
are organized in plants to scale capacity. We refrain from
discussing aggregate models, but point to [34]–[38] (and
references therein) for pertinent effort in this direction. Finally,
we note that all parameters and signals—network and resource
related—are expressed in SI units unless stated explicitly.

The governing dynamics for a resource connected to bus
n ∈ N can be expressed in general form as

dχn

dt
= fn(χn,yn), (24a)

0 = gn(χn,yn), (24b)

where vectors χn,yn collect internal dynamic and algebraic
states for the resources. The terminal voltage e corresponding
to abc representation, or the tuple (|E′|, δ′, ω) corresponding
to dq representation may feature in either χn or yn, based

on resource type (SG, GFL IBR, GFM IBR) and integrated
system model (M1)-(M2). We clarify this in forthcoming
discussions.

Next, we consider the setting where the resource and
network dynamics evolve to a steady state. We do not com-
ment on the conditions that can guarantee the existence of a
frequency-synchronized equilibrium, but point to the fact that
this has been studied for models of varying complexity in the
literature [39]–[43]. However, analytical results are lacking for
the complex interconnected setting and heterogeneous mix of
resources we examine in this work; this is an open problem and
deserves scrutiny. Assuming that a steady-state operating point
exists for the networked collection, frequency synchronized
operation in sinusoidal steady state corresponds to assuming
ω = ωss1, with ωss being the common steady-state frequency
of all network and resource variables. In this regime, the
terminal behavior of a specific resource at node n can be
modeled using the algebraic form

fn(En, |E
⋆

n|, In, P ⋆
n , Q

⋆
n, ωss) = 0, (25)

where, the function fn is parametrized by a set of known
parameters and reference setpoints. (Details are in Section V.)

In what follows, we discuss the network and resource
models that complete the picture in the specification of (M1)–
(M3) & (M2′)–(M3′). First, we present the network models
in the same order as the presentation of reference frames in
the preliminaries, i.e., starting with the abc model (M1) in
Section IV-A, moving on to the direct-quadrature model (M2)
in Section IV-B, and finally on to the sinusoidal steady-state
model (M3) in Section IV-C. Next, we present the resource
models organized by resource type; in particular, we cover the
synchronous generator model in Section V-A, GFL IBR model
in Section V-B, and GFM IBR model in Section V-C. In each
case, we strive to present the resource models in terms of how
they fit in with the network models, i.e., abc, direct-quadrature,
and steady state. We reserve our discussion of approximate
models (M2′)–(M3′) to Section VI-A.

IV. NETWORK MODELS

For network modeling, we consider short transmission lines
(comprising of RL impedances and devoid of shunt capac-
itances) for simplicity. (However, the models and modeling
approach presented here are generic; the ideas expressed and
inferences derived later are readily extendable to other settings,
e.g., with medium transmission-line models that include shunt
line capacitances.) In what follows, we spell out the governing
equations for the network RL lines and resource-interfacing
RL branches in abc and DQ reference frames under dynamic
conditions; and follow that up with a discussion on algebraic
equation models that emerge in sinusoidal steady state. With
each model, we clearly illustrate the connection to three-phase
signals, e, tuple (|E′|, δ′,ω) relevant to direct-quadrature
reference-frame modeling, and phasor form, E, based on
resource type, integrated system model, and timescale.
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Fig. 4: Synchronous-generator models: (a) abc reference-frame model compatible with (M1), (b) direct-quadrature reference-frame model compatible
with (M2)-(M2′), (c) sinusoidal steady-state phasor model compatible with (M3)-(M3′). Grayed-out portions are part of auxiliary control loops and
not critical to appreciating central ideas.

Fig. 5: Grid-following (GFL) IBR models: (a) abc reference-frame model compatible with (M1), (b) direct-quadrature reference-frame model compatible
with (M2)-(M2′), (c) sinusoidal steady-state phasor model compatible with (M3)-(M3′). Grayed-out portions are part of auxiliary control loops and not
critical to appreciating central ideas.

Fig. 6: Grid-forming (GFM) IBR models: (a) abc reference-frame model compatible with (M1), (b) direct-quadrature reference-frame model compatible
with (M2)-(M2′), (c) sinusoidal steady-state phasor model compatible with (M3)-(M3′). Grayed-out portions are part of auxiliary control loops and not
critical to appreciating central ideas.
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A. Three-phase abc Model (M1)

To present the per-phase dynamics of RL lines and inter-
faces, let us denote the a-phase network-node voltage vector
by va, line currents by fa, resource voltages by ea, and
resource current injections to the network by ia. The dynamics
of the voltage-behind-RL-line subsystem in abc coordinates
can then be expressed as:

LI dia
dt

= ea − va −RIia,

LN dfa
dt

= B⊤va −RN fa,

ia = Bfa,

(M1)

where, leveraging the definitions in (3) and (7), the a-phase
voltages ea are given by:

ea =
2

3
|E′| ◦ cos(

∫ t

τ=0
ω(τ)dτ + δ′). (26a)

Dynamics of the b and c phase circuits are analogous to (M1),
except with excitations:

eb = −1

3
|E′| ◦ cos(

∫ t

τ=0
ω(τ)dτ + δ′)

+
1√
3
|E′| ◦ sin(

∫ t

τ=0
ω(τ)dτ + δ′), (26b)

ec = −1

3
|E′| ◦ cos(

∫ t

τ=0
ω(τ)dτ + δ′)

− 1√
3
|E′| ◦ sin(

∫ t

τ=0
ω(τ)dτ + δ′). (26c)

We will find that for the case of SGs, three-phase signals
ea, eb, ec correspond to the stator voltages, the dynamics
of which are tied to the underlying electromechanical phe-
nomena and companion controllers (voltage regulators and
frequency governors). On the other hand, for IBRs, controls
are implemented in local dq reference frames. The result
is that the combination of the set (|E′|, δ′,ω(t)), and the
expressions (26a)–(26c) capture how the inverter terminals in
the network are actuated.

B. Direct-quadrature Reference-frame Model (M2)

Adopting DQ representation, let the resource voltage and
currents be denoted as E and I; and network-node voltages
and line currents be represented as V and F. Then, the DQ-
frame RL dynamics can be expressed as

LI dI

dt
= E−V −RII− ȷωsL

II,

LN dF

dt
= B⊤V −RNF− ȷωsL

N I,

I = BF,

(M2)

where, the DQ signal, E, can be expressed using (8) as:

E = |E′| ◦ eȷ(
∫ t
τ=0

(ω(τ)−ωs1)dτ+δ′). (27)

In this model, all resource dynamics are deliberately expressed
in local dq reference frames. Recall that this was true for
inverters even in (M1) due to control implementation. For
the case of generators, we will see that resorting to a local

dq reference-frame representation significantly simplifies the
model complexity. (Details in Section V-A.)

C. Sinusoidal Steady-state Phasor Model (M3)

As premised in introducing (25), under steady state, the
resources are modeled as generating complex voltage phasors
E at frequency ωss. To obtain the steady-state model for RL
lines and interfaces, in addition to resource voltage phasor
E, we introduce the node voltage, current injection, and line
current phasors (V, I,F). From (14), we note that the phasors
(V,E, I,F) can be obtained from the respective DQ-frame
quantities (V,E, I,F) by multiplying with (

√
2/3)eȷ(ωss−ωs)t.

Substituting the steady-state conditions (11) in (M2) and
invoking the phasor definitions allow writing the steady-state
RL dynamics as algebraic relations:

E−V =
(
RI + ȷωssL

I) I,
B⊤V =

(
RN + ȷωssL

N )
F,

I = BF,

(M3)

where
E =

1

3
(diag(I

∗
))−1S. (28)

Resource terminal behavior—as captured abstractly in (25) and
to be formalized in Section V—appropriately populates both
sides of (28).

The algebraic model for steady-state conditions gives way
to further simplifications. For instance, oftentimes, the focus
of steady-state analyses is on the terminal quantities (E, I) and
one may seek to simplify (M3) to eliminate (V,F). Towards
such simplification, let us substitute V from the first equation
in (M3) into the second, and solve for F to obtain

F = (RN + ȷωssL
N )−1B⊤(E−

(
RI + ȷωssL

I) I). (29)

Multiplying both sides by B, and using the last equation in
(M3), we get

I = B(RN + ȷωssL
N )−1B⊤(E−

(
RI + ȷωssL

I) I),
where, the matrix

Y⊂(ωss) = B(RN + ȷωssL
N )−1B⊤

is the admittance matrix of the network G. Solving further for
current I yields

I = [IN +Y⊂(ωss)(R
I + ȷωssL

I)]−1Y⊂(ωss)E. (30)

Equation (30) relating I and E is the reduced system descrip-
tion (capturing (M3)). The matrix

Y(ωss) = [IN +Y⊂(ωss)(R
I + ȷωssL

I)]−1Y⊂(ωss) (31)

serves as the equivalent admittance matrix for the entire net-
work including resource RL interconnections. One could al-
ternatively arrive at (30) by: i) augmenting the power network
G to include the RL interfacing branches; and ii) invoking
Kron reduction to eliminate the network nodes, yielding an
equation, equivalent to (30), relating I and E.
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V. RESOURCE MODELS

In this section, we present the resource models for syn-
chronous generators and IBRs. We make a concerted effort to
clarify what facets of the presented dynamics arise intrinsically
from the form and function of the resource and accompanying
controllers, and what facets are to be appreciated as modeling
efforts motivated by the desire to seek analytically conve-
nient and/or computationally lean representations. Steady-state
models are presented with the intention of capturing network-
facing behavior pertinent to (M3) and (M3′). Note that we
drop subscripts that index the resource to contain notational
complexity in this section. We advocate consuming the content
that follows along with Figs. 4, 5, 6 which illustrate key
aspects of the resource models in terms of their network-facing
representation across timescales. (In the illustrations in Fig. 4–
Fig. 6, the power stage and primary control loops involving
voltage and frequency (or torque in case of SG) are shown
in black, while the portions concerning feedback sensing,
reference-frame transformation and subsequent computations
are shown in gray.) We have also made a deliberate choice of
excluding feedback control loops for certain inner variables
in the control systems (particularly those associated with fast
timescales) to keep the model order and complexity low while
retaining relevant resource dynamics for integrated modeling.
We have also not included limiters for inner control variables
in the control systems. While they may be always present in
practical implementations, they typically come into play only
during adverse situations (e.g., inverter overload and faults)
and are not invoked during nominal operating conditions.
Hence, they have been excluded for the purpose of modeling
resources.

A. Synchronous-generator Model

The three-phase synchronous generator is composed of a
rotor that is equipped with a field winding and several damper
windings, a stator that is equipped with three-phase stator
windings, a field winding excitation system, a prime mover,
and a speed governor.

1) Stator & Rotor Dynamics: In SI units, let λ denote flux
linkage, let e denote voltage, let i denote current, let ω denote
angular frequency of the rotor in electrical radians per second,
let θr denote angular position of the rotor, in radians, let ef , e1,
e2 denote the external excitation voltages for the field winding
and damper windings 1 and 2, respectively, and let Tm and Te

denote mechanical and electrical torques, respectively. Then,
as detailed in [44, pp. 20–30] and [45, pp. 145–148, 277],
using Kirchoff’s, Faraday’s, and Newton’s laws, we have that
the dynamics of a balanced three-phase synchronous generator
with two damper windings can be described by

dλ

dt
= −ir + e, (32a)

dλf

dt
= −ifrf + ef , (32b)

dλ1

dt
= −i1r1 + e1, (32c)

dλ2

dt
= −i2r2 + e2, (32d)

dθr
dt

=
2

η
ω, (32e)

J
2

η

dω

dt
= Tm − Te −Dw

2

η
ω, (32f)

λ = (llsI3 + Lm(θr))i+ lsfsin(ηθr)if

+ ls1sin(ηθr)i1 + ls2cos(ηθr)i2, (32g)

λf = lsfsin(ηθr)
⊤i+ lff if + lf1i1, (32h)

λ1 = ls1sin(ηθr)
⊤i+ lf1if + l11i1, (32i)

λ2 = ls2cos(ηθr)
⊤i+ l22i2, (32j)

where, r denotes the per-phase resistance of the stator wind-
ings, rf , r1, and r2 denote resistances of the field winding and
two damper windings, respectively, η denotes the number of
magnetic poles of the rotor, Dw denotes a damping coefficient
associated with windage and friction, lls denotes the leakage
inductance of the stator windings, lsf denotes the mutual
inductance between the stator and the field winding, ls1 and ls2
denote the mutual inductance between the stator windings and
damper windings 1 and 2, respectively, lf1 denotes the mutual
inductance between the field winding and damper winding
1, and lff , l11, and l22 denote the self inductances of the
field winding and damper windings 1 and 2, respectively. The
inductance matrix Lm(θr) is defined as:

Lm(θr) =

 lA − lBcosηθr
− 1

2 lA − lBcos
(
ηθr − 2π

3

)
− 1

2 lA − lBcos
(
ηθr +

2π
3

)
− 1

2 lA − lBcos
(
ηθr − 2π

3

)
− 1

2 lA − lBcos
(
ηθr +

2π
3

)
lA − lBcos

(
ηθr +

2π
3

)
− 1

2 lA − lBcosηθr
− 1

2 lA − lBcosηθr lA − lBcos
(
ηθr − 2π

3

)


where lA and lB denote machine constants, with lA > lB for
salient-pole machines and lB = 0 for round-rotor machines.

2) Voltage-regulator Dynamics: Let uf and ur denote con-
trol input of the excitation system, and the rate feedback
variable of the voltage regulator. Then, the dynamics of the
field excitation system can be described by

τe
def
dt

= −κeef + uf , (33a)

τu
duf

dt
= −uf + κaur −

κaκs

τr
ef

+ κa

(
|E⋆| − |E′| − 3κc

2|E′|
Q
)
, (33b)

τr
dur

dt
= −ur +

κs

τr
ef , (33c)

where |E⋆| denotes the reference voltage magnitude, Q is the
reactive power output of the machine, τe, τu, and τr denote
time constants of the exciter, the voltage regulator, and the
rate feedback systems, respectively, κe denotes the exciter
field proportional constant, κa denotes the amplifier gain, κs

denotes the stabilizer gain for the rate feedback, κc denotes
the load compensation term that realizes voltage droop with
reactive power. Note that |E′| is the machine terminal voltage
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magnitude in the local dq reference frame rotating at ω(t). We
caution that the terms |E′| and Q are featured in the repre-
sentation (33b) motivated by notational simplicity; in practice,
these quantities may be realized in different functional forms
(with appropriate signal and parametric dependence) that yield
the same numerical value (see [46, pp. 10–13]).

3) Governor Dynamics: Let Tm denote the mechanical
torque output of the generator, and let ρv denote the valve
position of the prime mover. The dynamics of the prime mover
and speed governor can be described by

τm
dTm

dt
= −Tm + κpρv, (34a)

τs
dρv
dt

= −ρv +
1

κpωs
P ⋆ − 1

Rdωs
(ω − ωs), (34b)

where κp denotes a scaling constant that represents the ratio
of nominal torque to nominal valve position, τm and τs
denote time constants for the prime mover and speed governor,
respectively, P ⋆ denotes the active power reference, and Rd

denotes the droop coefficient.
Collectively, (32), (33), and (34) constitute the abc

reference-frame representation of generator dynamics and
would feature accordingly in (M1) with e serving as the
interface signal. With the exception of the representation of
stator-voltage amplitude and reactive power in the voltage-
regulator dynamics discussed above, this model captures all
device physics and controller details without any representa-
tional simplifications. Figure 4(a) provides an abstract repre-
sentation of the model discussed above in the abc reference
frame. Highlighted dynamics are those of the voltage regulator,
frequency governor, and mechanical motion of the rotor. These
are key to how the generator interfaces with the electrical net-
work. Significant portions of the model (e.g., stator- and field-
winding dynamics) are masked or grayed out for simplicity.

What follows next is a local dq representation of stator
and rotor dynamics to simplify the complexity inherent in the
stator- and field-winding dynamics.

Direct-quadrature Reference-frame Transformation: We
simplify the expressions in (32) by transforming them to a
local dq reference frame with angular position η

2θr. This is
achieved by using the relations (3) and (7). Explicitly, we have
the following relationship between abc and dq representations:

x =
2

3
Γ⊤

[
ℜ(X ′eȷ

η
2 θr)

ℑ(X ′eȷ
η
2 θr)

]
. (35)

Applying the above, (32a), and (32g)–(32j) resolve to

dΛ′

dt
= −I ′r + E′ − ωΛ′, (36a)

dλf

dt
= −ifrf + ef , (36b)

dλ1

dt
= −i1r1 + e1, (36c)

dλ2

dt
= −i2r2 + e2, (36d)

dθr
dt

=
2

η
ω, (36e)

J
2

η

dω

dt
= Tm − Te −Dw

2

η
ω, (36f)

Λ′ =
(
lls +

3

2
lA

)
I ′

− 3

2

(
(lB(I

′)∗ − ls2i2)− ȷ(lsf if + ls1i1)
)
, (36g)

λf = −ℑ(I ′) + lff if + lf1i1, (36h)
λ1 = −ℑ(I ′) + lf1if + l11i1, (36i)
λ2 = ℜ(I ′) + l22i2. (36j)

Figure 4(b) provides an abstract representation of the model
discussed above in the local dq and global DQ reference
frames. Notably, since this figure does not explicitly depict
the stator and field dynamics, and these were the main ones
simplified as a result of the application of the reference-
frame transformation, we do not see much difference between
Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) in terms of illustrated quantities. This is
because, the emphasis of these figures is the voltage regulator,
frequency governor, and rotor dynamics. Changes are notable
in the network-facing controlled-voltage interface in the global
DQ reference frame.

Steady-state Model: By setting all the derivative terms
in (32), (33), and (34) to zero, and noting that e1 = e2 = 0
since damper windings have no external excitation, we obtain:

Te =
1

ωs
P ⋆ − κp

Rdωs
(ωss − ωs)−Dw

2

η
ωss, (37a)

E′ = ȷωss
3lsfκa

2rfκe

(
|E⋆| − |E′| − 3κc

2|E′|
Q
)
+ I ′r

+ ωss

(
lls +

3

2
lA

)
I ′ − 3

2
ωsslB(I

′)∗. (37b)

In what follows, we will apply reasonable assumptions that
align (37a)–(37b) with the popular PV -bus representation of
synchronous generators in steady-state power-flow models.

Now, suppose that Dw ≈ 0, κp ≈ 1, and the steady-state
frequency ωss is such that

P = ωssTe ≈ ωsTe,

then we have that

P ≈ P ⋆ − 1

Rd
(ωss − ωs). (38)

Now, suppose r ≈ 0, lls ≈ 0, and lA − lB ≈ 0, then,
ℜ(E′) = 0, and we get the following from (37b):

|ℑ(E′)| = |E′| =
∣∣∣ωss

3lsfκa

2rfκe

(
|E⋆| − |E′| − 3κc

2|E′|
Q
)

+
3

2
ωss(lA + lB)ℑ(I ′)

∣∣∣. (39)

Using the fact that ℑ(I ′) = 3Q
2|E′| , it follows that

|E′|2 =
∣∣∣ 3lsfκaωss

2rfκe + 3lsfκaωss
|E⋆||E′|

−
9
(
lsfκaκc − rfκe(lA + lB)

)
ωss

4rfκe + 6lsfκaωss
Q
∣∣∣. (40)

Now, considering that the value of rf is small and in the
regime κc → 0, we can show (40) simplifies to |E′| ≈ |E⋆|.
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In terms of sinusoidal steady-state phasor representation, we
equivalently write

|E| ≈ |E⋆|, (41)

where |E⋆| = √
2/3|E⋆|. Figure 4(c) illustrates the (approxi-

mate) steady-state phasor model of the generator as described
mathematically in (41) and (38). This aligns, in principle, with
the popular voltage-behind-reactance model(s) for generators
(see, e.g., [47]).

B. Grid-following (GFL) Inverter Model

The GFL inverter employs a synchronous-reference-
frame (SRF) phase-locked loop (PLL) for grid synchronization
and proportional integral (PI) current- and power-control loops
for reference tracking [19]. The PI controllers operate on
signals transformed to the local dq reference frame. The
voltage, E′, and GFL frequency, ω, are given by:

E′ =

(
Kp

I

dΓ′
I

dt
+K i

IΓ
′
I

)
, (42a)

ω = ωs +Kp
PLL

dΦ′

dt
+K i

PLLΦ
′, (42b)

where, Γ′
I is the current-controller state, (Kp

I ,K
i
I) are the cor-

responding PI gains; Φ′ is the PLL state, and (Kp
PLL,K

i
PLL)

are the corresponding PI gains. Note that E′ is complex val-
ued; magnitude |E′| and phase δ′ pertinent to network-facing
representation of the GFL model (as referenced in (26a)–(26c)
and (27)) can be straightforwardly extracted from (42a). The
PI control loops referenced in (42a)–(42b) are closed around
the measured inverter current, I ′, and grid voltage, V ′, such
that the grid space phasor,

−→
V , is aligned with the q axis [48]:

dΦ′

dt
= −ℜ(V ′), (43a)

dΓ′
I

dt
= I ′⋆ − I ′, (43b)

where, V ′ (= Γve−ȷ
∫ t
τ=0

ω(τ)dτ ) is obtained using (2) and (7),
and the current reference, I ′⋆, is derived from an outer PI
control loop closed around the measured inverter power, S,
and takes the power reference, S⋆:

I ′⋆ = Kp
S

dΓ′
S

dt
+K i

SΓ
′
S , (44a)

dΓ′
S

dt
= S⋆ − S. (44b)

Above, Γ′
S is the power-controller state, (Kp

S ,K
i
S) are the

corresponding PI gains.
Figure 5(a) illustrates pertinent aspects of the GFL dy-

namical model discussed above as an abc model. We note
that this is true-to-form, in the sense that the dq-domain
representation of controller dynamics is per practice and not a
model-representation artefact. Figure 5(b) illustrates the GFL
dynamics in a manner that permits integration with a global
DQ model for the network. The major change across the two
figures is in the adopted reference-frame transformations.

Steady-state Model: In steady-state, the derivatives of state
variables listed above vanish, and all state variables attain a
constant value. Algebraic expressions pertinent to steady-state
modeling of GFL IBRs can be obtained from (44b) as:

P = P ⋆, (45a)
Q = Q⋆. (45b)

Therefore, the equivalent current-dependent voltage-source
model for GFLs is captured by

E =
P ⋆ + ȷQ⋆

3I
∗ =

S⋆

3I
∗ . (46)

Figure 5(c) shows how the above description maps to an
equivalent-circuit representation in sinusoidal steady state.

C. Grid-forming Inverter Model

The grid-forming inverter behaves much like a synchronous
machine in terms of its terminal voltage characteristics and
synchronizes with the grid without requiring an explicit PLL.
Three popular incarnations of GFM inverter control exist:
droop, virtual synchronous machine, and dispatchable vir-
tual oscillator control [12], [42]. The generic GFM model
discussed below admits all three popular GFM-IBR control
dynamics under certain parametric assumptions (see Table I).
The GFM controllers (in practical implementations) operate
on signals transformed to the local dq reference frame and
generate the terminal voltage, E′, at the GFM frequency, ω.
The controller dynamics are captured by:

τe
d|E|′

dt
= fe(E

′, |E⋆|)− κeℑ(Sf − S⋆), (47a)

ω = ωs − τf
dω

dt
+ κfℜ(Sf − S⋆)

+ κd

(
Kp

PLL

dΦ′

dt
+K i

PLLΦ
′
)
, (47b)

where, (τe, τf ) denote the time constants for the voltage and
frequency loops; variable |E⋆| denotes the voltage-magnitude
setpoint; the function fe(·, ·) represents a voltage difference
metric; (κe, κf ) capture the voltage- and frequency-controller
coefficients of the primary controller. In the case of the
VSM, an additional PLL is employed as an ac-side frequency
sensor with the variable Φ′ denoting the PLL’s internal state,
(Kp

PLL,K
i
PLL) correspond to the PI gains, and κd captures

the VSM damping coefficient; the quantity Sf represents the
low-pass-filtered measurements of active and reactive powers.
The dynamics of these are given by:

dΦ′

dt
= −ℜ(E′), (48a)

τp
dSf

dt
= S − Sf , (48b)

where τp denotes the power-filter time constant. As with the
GFL model, E′ is complex valued; but the GFM dynamics
only modulate the magnitude |E′|. Implicit in this is the fact
that phase δ′ = 0 for all GFM controllers.

Figure 6(a) illustrates the GFM dynamical model discussed
above in the abc frame that is true-to-form. The representation
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TABLE I: Generic GFM primary-control model and parametric assumptions to recover droop, VSM, and dVOC. See [12] for detailed description of variables.

Type τf τe κf κe κd fe(|E′|, |E⋆|)

dVOC 0 1 k1
|E′|2

k1
|E′| 0 k2|E′|(|E⋆|2 − |E′|2)

droop 0 0 MP MQ 0 |E⋆| − |E′|

VSM MPM 0 MP MQ MPDd |E⋆| − |E′|

of controller dynamics in the dq frame is per practice. Similar
to the GFL case, Fig. 6(b) leverages appropriate reference-
frame transformations and casts the GFM model in a manner
that permits integration with a global DQ network model.

Steady-state Model: In steady state, the derivatives in the
dynamic equations vanish and all state variables attain a
constant value. The algebraic expressions pertinent to steady-
state modeling of the GFM are

P = P ⋆− 1

MP
(ωss − ωs), (49a)

Q ≈ Q⋆− 1

MQ
(|E′|−|E⋆|) = Q⋆− 1

M
Q
(|E|−|E⋆|), (49b)

where, |E⋆| = √
2/3|E⋆|, and M

Q
=

√
2/3MQ. The relation-

ship between the active power, P , and frequency, ω, follows
the familiar droop characteristics for all three types of GFMs.
On the other hand, the relationship between reactive power, Q,
and voltage magnitude, |E′|, is (approximately) linear droop
with tuning in the case of dVOC. The equivalent current-
dependent voltage-source model for GFMs is captured by

E =
P + ȷQ

3I
∗ . (50)

Figure 6(c) shows how the above description maps to an
equivalent-circuit representation for sinusoidal steady state.

VI. OFFSHOOTS, INFERENCES, AND COROLLARIES

In this section, we overview approximate models (M2′),
(M3′); comment on how power-flow equations that are
ubiquitous with the steady-state modeling of power grids
are aligned with the descriptions (M3), (M3′); and finally,
offer a closed-form approximate expression for steady-state
frequency, ωss, which is central to realizing the steady-state
models (M3), (M3′).

A. Approximate Models with Dubious Justification

The previous sections provide principled dynamic and
steady-state network models with accompanying abstract-
resource representations. In this section, we overview two ap-
proximate network-resource system models that are prevalent
in the literature, but warrant careful scrutiny. Notably, we will
find these are challenging to formalize, even with the rigorous
modeling foundations we have provided in this work.

DAE Model (M2′): In traditional power system dynamic
analysis, the line dynamics of power networks are often
replaced by steady-state algebraic relations, while retaining the
resource-interface dynamics [47]. Moreover, the steady-state
network modeling is carried out assuming nominal frequency
ωs. Stating in terms of the setup under consideration, such
practice advocates the following DAE model:

dχn

dt
= fn(χn,yn), ∀ n ∈ N

0 = gn(χn,yn), ∀ n ∈ N

LI dI

dt
= E−V −RII− ȷωsL

II,

I = Y⊂(ωs)V.

(M2′)

In conventional synchronous generator-dominated power sys-
tems, such models typically stem from identifying time-scale
separation between resource and network dynamics. However,
in power grids with diverse resources, one needs to re-examine
the validity of such simplifications. Two potential adverse
effects of inapt DAE-simplifications include: i) inability to
capture dynamic interactions between network RL lines and
resource dynamics; and ii) inaccuracy from frequency-agnostic
network modeling across timescales.

Synchronous Steady-state Phasor Model (M3′): Assess-
ing the sinusoidal steady-state operating point for a network
hosting diverse resources is a problem of great interest. For
the setup considered in this work, the sinusoidal steady state
is characterized by the collection of resource models (25)
and network model (M3). However, some studies retain the
accurate resource steady-state models (25) but omit the steady-
state frequency dependence from (M3) (or equivalently (30)).
The resulting setup reads as:

fn(En, |E
⋆

n|, In, P ⋆
n , Q

⋆
n, ωss) = 0,

I = Y(ωs)E.
(M3′)

B. Power Flow

In its most commonly referenced form, the classical power
flow problem is a steady-state analysis problem for syn-
chronous generators. It aspires to solve for network voltages
and phase angles as a function of active- and reactive-power
injections. Curiously, the problem is always presented in a
manner that precludes its connections to underlying dynamics
of resources, obscures the role of tertiary and secondary
control on the formulation, and with poorly justified con-
stitutive elements such as the slack/swing bus and angle
references. (That said, some recent works have attempted to
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clarify longstanding confusion on some of these aspects [49],
[50].) Furthermore, problem formulations have not caught up
to systematically acknowledge inverter dynamics, with most
efforts attempting to fit in inverters as part of already existing
formulations.

This section puts forth a novel rendition of the steady-
state power-flow problem that acknowledges the steady-state
frequency to be unknown and suitably incorporates resource
terminal behavior for generators and inverters. We will start
with the steady-state network model (M3), equivalently repre-
sented by (30), and instantiate the resource-specific models for
(25). Subsequently, we will elucidate the problem (un)knowns
and finally contrast the formulated power flow instance against
classical setups. Perhaps the most important contribution of
this formulation will be to clearly connect phase angles,
voltage magnitudes (and frequency) as they are solved for in
steady state with the originating dynamics.

Considering power flow instances typically present the
governing equations in terms of the nodal (re)active power
injections, let us compute, using (30), the power injections as

P+ ȷQ = 3E ◦ (Y(ωss)
∗E

∗
). (51)

Let us separate the real and imaginary parts of the admittance
matrix as Y(ωss) = G(ωss) + ȷB(ωss). With the introduced
notation, the power injections at node n ∈ N are given by

Pn = 3|En|
N∑

k=1

|Ek|(Gnk(ωss) cos δnk

+Bnk(ωss) sin δnk), (52a)

Qn = 3|En|
N∑

k=1

|Ek|(Gnk(ωss) sin δnk

−Bnk(ωss) cos δnk), (52b)

where, the phase difference δn − δk is written as δnk,
and the (n, k)-th entry of frequency-dependent matrices
(G(ωss),B(ωss)) are denoted as (Gnk(ωss), Bnk(ωss)).

Next, we bring forth the steady-state behavior of the dif-
ferent resources outlined in Section V to specify the power
injections in (52a)–(52b). In particular, based on the type of
resource connected at node n ∈ N , the governing equations
to be considered are

SG: Pn = P ⋆
n − 1

Rd
n

(ωss − ωs) (53a)

En = |E⋆

n| (53b)
GFL: Pn = P ⋆

n (53c)
Qn = Q⋆

n (53d)

GFM: Pn = P ⋆
n − 1

MP
n

(ωss − ωs) (53e)

Qn = Q⋆
n − 1

M
Q

n

(|En| − |E⋆

n|). (53f)

While solving for the steady-state operating point of the
integrated system, besides the network parameters, one would
be given: (re)active power setpoints (P ⋆

n , Q
⋆
n) for GFLs and

GFMs, active power setpoints P ⋆
n for SGs, and voltage

magnitude setpoints |E⋆
n| for GFMs and SGs. One would

thus seek to solve for the 4N + 1 real-valued variables
in (P,Q, |E|, δ, ωss). Based on resource-type, (53) offers 2
equations per node. Combining these with the 2N equations in
(52a)-(52b), one obtains 4N equations, with the final equation
needed for well-posedness being given by setting a reference
bus angle, that is

δr = 0, (54)

for some bus r ∈ N . The presented power-flow formulation
does not explicitly feature the network-node voltages V and
line currents F. However, these can be recovered a posteriori
via the first two equations of (M3).

We next compare with traditional power-flow setups in
power transmission systems. Albeit equations (52a)-(52b)
show up in tradition power-flow settings, the frequency depen-
dence in (G(ωss),B(ωss)) is omitted by approximately mod-
eling the network at nominal frequency ωs. Next, traditional
power-flow instances primarily feature two types of buses:
constant (re)active power injection–PQ buses; and constant
active power and voltage magnitude–PV buses. In the resource
models of (53), if one omits all the droop offsets, the GFL and
GFM models would qualify as PQ buses, while SGs would
serve as PV buses.

C. Steady-state Frequency

The power-flow model put forth in Section VI-B, once
solved for given power and voltage setpoints, yields the steady-
state operating point that features the steady-state frequency
ωss. Albeit precise, the formulated problem involves tedious
solving of non-linear system of algebraic equations where
the resulting complexity grows with the network dimension.
Oftentimes, network operators are particularly interested in the
value of ωss and seek an efficient way for computing it. In
this regard, one can observe from (52)–(53) that equations
governing ωss are not separable. Thus any approach that
promises to bypass the complexity of solving (52)–(53) can,
at best, find an approximation to ωss. We briefly present one
such approach next.

Let us invoke the assumption of lossless network, frequently
adopted for high-voltage power systems. The assumption sets
G = 0, which on using the property of sin() being an
even function in (52a) yields

∑N
n=1 Pn = 0. We will use

the aforementioned in computing ωss from the equations
governing active power in (53). To do so, let us define subsets
of N based on the resource type as (NL,NM ,NS) hosting
the GFL IBRs, GFM IBRs, and SGs, respectively; where
N = NL ∪NM ∪NS . The zero-sum property of steady-state
active power injections then yields

0 =

N∑
n=1

Pn =
∑

n∈NL

Pn +
∑

n∈NM

Pn +
∑

n∈NS

Pn

=
∑

n∈NS

(
P ⋆
n − 1

Rd
n

(ωss − ωs)

)
+

∑
n∈NL

P ⋆
n
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+
∑

n∈NM

(
P ⋆
n − 1

MP
n

(ωss − ωs)

)
,

where the second equality follows from (53). Solving the
above provides

ωss = ωs +

∑
n∈N P ⋆

n∑
n∈NM

1/MP
n +

∑
n∈NS

1/Rd
n

. (55)

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper outlined integrated system models for generators
and inverters in different reference frames and timescales.
A dependent voltage-source resource model was developed
for the generators and inverters, and suitable instantiations
were highlighted for abc, direct-quadrature, and steady-state
models. Connections to ubiquitous models including DAE and
power-flow were outlined. A clear link between network facing
quantities was retained across model types.
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